NOTE: The following arthrogram protocols must include tech notes regarding the patient’s pain post arthrogram “fluoro” procedure.

- Is the pain the same, improved or worsened since the procedure?

### T1 Axial, T1 FS Axial

**Average Scanning Parameters:**

- 120 mm FOV
- 4 mm slice thickness
- 1 mm slice gap
- 24 slices

Be sure to scan through the radial tuberosity to include the bicep tendon attachment.

### T1 FS Coronal, T2 FS Coronal

**Average Scanning Parameters:**

- 140 mm FOV
- 3 mm slice thickness
- No gap
- 30 slices

Angle parallel to the humeral epicondyles. Do not use a scout axial image to set the angle of the coronal images. Use an image from the T1 FS Axial sequence instead.

### T1 FS Sagittal

**Average Scanning Parameters:**

- 140 mm FOV
- 3 mm slice thickness
- 1 mm slice gap
- 21 slices

Angle perpendicular to the humeral epicondyles. Do not use a scout axial image to set the angle of the sagittal images. Use an image from the T1 FS Axial sequence instead.